
PRICING STRATEGIES FOR PERODUA

Generally, culture is 'how people life', which means the way things are done by people (Bartlett and etc ). There are
many different.

Import became very costly. The study revealed that PROTON exhibited greater willingness to dispatch its
manpower in order to solve production problems for all categories of suppliers including independent
suppliers in which PROTON has no equity and is not listed as direct suppliers. Perodua continues its lead in
the Malaysian automotive market after take over the pole position in terms of car sales from its closes
competitor, Proton. Many suppliers were born, and later developed and grew solely as a result of this PVDP.
Automotive industry in Malaysia seems in line with what Augustin Cournot said in his model called The
Cournot Model, asserts that each firm, in determining profit-maximising output level, assumes that the other
firms output will not change and continue producing the same amount of output in the next period. In terms of
closeness, every month there is a visit by PROTON staff, which is a social and working visit, which would
include plant and production auditing, besides providing information on changes of models and delivery
schedules. Marketing Management, 8th ed. Instead, Perodua put its focus on creating affordability by
introducing one after another, a higher specifications and better features model as well as to continue to
improve its quality. From the ever popular Perodua Kancil introduced to the Malaysian market in August ,
Perodua has developed into a strong and dynamic group with a comprehensive range of vehicles renowned for
its quality and unsurpassed reliability. In terms of effectiveness, supplier involvement may lead to a reduction
in product costs and an increase in product value. The focus may also differ from previous practices. In line
with environmental initiatives the United Kingdom has offered o members of the public and businesses,
Perodua Malaysia should propose a cash back scheme to the Malaysian government, by the Malaysian
government to customers that purchase hybrid vehicles. Sales Promotion Sales Promotions Selling points
Offers and Perodua company give an offers and rewards for those who visit the Rewards nearest Perodua
service centre. After audit, the next step is running a trial before mass production; which can be defined as
quality and production validity. With regard to firm-specific variables, the extent of production experience of
the local suppliers is probably positively related to increased buyer sourcing from local firms. Perodua in
Malaysia is taking orders for up to Myvi every month but only receiving 50 of them to distribute Brunner, 
The need to address the adoption of a better buyer-supplier relationship is perceived as an immediate concern
that must be addressed by both PROTON and its suppliers. PROTON often chooses to deal with suppliers who
have a formal QC section, good quality testing equipment, experienced staff, good maintenance of equipment
and moulds. Besides, Myvi was one of the high demands for consumer purchase and widely accepted
especially in the city such as Kuala Lumpur and Penang. On the other hand, one can argue that a national
automaker like PROTON will be under greater pressure from national authorities to increase local content, and
therefore expect a larger share of parts and components to be procured locally. References: 1. In other words,
there are many passenger vehicles sold by a wide range of companies all competing in the same industry. This
process is not just the first time the potential supplier attempts to establish a supply relationship with
PROTON, but the same approach should be done consistently-particularly when the supplier wants to
introduce new parts and components to be supplied for each model introduced. Usually it takes about one to
three months to conduct the feasibility study. This willingness to assist is prevalent in plant establishment,
providing raw materials, loaning machines, dispatching manpower and product management. The purchasing
division is responsible for evaluating the cost competitiveness and purchasing plan of suppliers, which refers
to the capability of the suppliers to submit the shipment punctually. Interactive magazine advertisements; A
number of interactive adverts were placed in motoring and lifestyle magazines. Duerr , E. Perodua should
consider establishing another manufacturing plant in the near future otherwise they risk losing their market
share of hybrid vehicles. In the current economic climate there is a big focus on one particular external factor
throughout developed nations with ever increasing oil prices; petrol is becoming more and more expensive.
Marketing Success through Differentiation â€” of Anything. The suppliers that meet the above two criteria
will be appointed as PROTON suppliers for the particular component parts. Harvard Business Review, 58 4 , 
That is why managers of the company should apply some marketing strategies in order to attract customer.
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The other two most frequent visits were to improve the product and for problem solving. This scenario kept
Proton left behind in term of quality and innovation in its products and not very successful in foreign market,
and lack of economy of scale. The key functions or activities that were carried out by PROTON, in developing
its suppliers, is as discussed below: i. PROTON outsources most of its critical components high-tech parts and
components critically important in the assembly of the engine and transmission, and classified as
sub-assembly components. The Value-Based pricing strategy is highly effective for the Myvi and is in line
with customer value-perceptions. Most of Myvi cars buyers compare to non-hybrid buyers as a are designed to
fit fleet buyers such high result customer bargaining power is low as executive, Perodua enjoys brand loyalty
as the product is not easily sold the company is only targeting one segment, which is very difficult for
competitors to compete. No premium loading, with nil excess vi. When viewed from most angles, the Myvi
looks like fatter sibling of the Myvi though closer inspection reveals bolder styling cues. Non-Hybrid cars are
not much costly compared to hybrid cars.


